St Peter RC School Uniform Policy
*Daily uniform checks will be conducted to ensure all uniform regulations are being met
BOYS SCHOOL UNIFORM: PRE K3- GRADE 5
Short or Long Sleeve Red Shirt
(Must be tucked in and
minimum of two buttons
buttoned for polo)

Vest or Cardigan Sweater
Navy w/logo
Pants

Knee Length Shorts
(September 1- October 15
and May 1- End of School)

Required Uniform
Plain, solid red polo with new
SPS logo

Unacceptable

Red logo
Turtlenecks
V neck sweater

Plain, solid navy blue in dress
style with maximum of 2 front
and 2 back pockets (no pockets
on legs) Must have a zipper
Plain, solid navy blue in dress
style with maximum of 2 front
and two back pockets. Must
have zipper

Cargo style, capri style, stretch
style, cargo-pockets,

Cargo style, capri style, stretch
style, cargo-pockets

*If wearing shorts-no fleece
is worn

BOYS SCHOOL UNIFORM: GRADES 6-8
Required Uniform
Plain, solid navy polo with new
SPS logo

Unacceptable
Red logo
V-neck or cardigan sweaters
Turtlenecks

Pants

Plain, solid khaki in dress style
with maximum of 2 front and
two back pockets (no pockets
on legs)

Cargo style, capri style, stretch
style, cargo-pockets

Knee Length Shorts
(September 1- October 15
and May 1- End of School)

Plain, solid khaki in dress style
with maximum of 2 front and
two back pockets

Cargo style, capri style, stretch
style, cargo-pockets

Short or Long Sleeve Navy Shirt
(Must be tucked in and
minimum of two buttons
buttoned for polo)

*if wearing shorts-no fleece
is worn

GIRLS SCHOOL UNIFORM: PRE K3- GRADE 2
Short or Long Sleeve Red Shirt
(Must be tucked in and
minimum of two buttons
buttoned for polo)
Short or Long Sleeve White
Peter Pan Collared Blouse
Vest
Navy with logo Cardigan
sweater
Knee-Length Plaid Jumper
Pants

Knee Length Navy Shorts
(September 1- October 15
and May 1- End of School)

Required Uniform
Plain, solid red polo with new
SPS logo

Worn w/jumper or under vest

Plain, solid navy sweater vest
with white SPS logo
Plaid Jumper (Flynn & O’Hara)
Plain, solid navy blue in dress
style with maximum of 2 front
and two back pockets
Must have a zipper
Plain, solid navy blue in dress
style with maximum of 2 front
and two back pockets
Must have a zipper

Unacceptable
Lace, fringed edges, curled or
decorated collars on polos
Shirts without collars
Red polo shirts with jumper
Lace, fringed edges, curled or
decorated collars on blouses
Turtlenecks
V neck sweaters

Skirts, skorts
Cargo style, capri style, stretch
style, leggings, cargo pockets,
Elastic waist
Cargo style, capri style, stretch
style, leggings, cargo pockets,
Elastic waist
*if wearing shorts-no fleece is
worn

GIRLS SCHOOL UNIFORM: GRADES 3-5
Short or Long Sleeve Red Shirt
(Must be tucked in and
minimum of two buttons
buttoned for polo)
Vest (optional)
Navy with logo Cardigan
sweater
Knee-Length Pleated Navy Skirt
or Skort
Pants

Knee Length Navy Shorts
(September 1- October 15
and May 1- End of School)

Required Uniform
Plain, solid red polo with new
SPS logo

Unacceptable
Lace, fringed edges, curled or
decorated collars on polos
Shirts without collars
turtlenecks

Plain, solid navy sweater vest
with new SPS logo

V neck sweaters

Plain, solid navy blue in dress
style with a maximum of 2 front
and 2 back pockets
Plain, solid navy blue in dress
style with maximum of 2 front
and two back pockets
Must have a zipper
Plain, solid navy blue in dress
style with maximum of 2 front
and two back pockets
Must have a zipper

Pencil style skirt, jumper, plaid
skirts
Cargo style, capri style, stretch
style, leggings, cargo pockets,
Elastic waist
Cargo style, capri style, stretch
style, leggings, cargo pockets,
Elastic waist
*if wearing shorts-no fleece is
worn

GIRLS SCHOOL UNIFORM: GRADE 6-8
Short or Long Sleeve Navy Shirt
(Must be tucked in and
minimum of two buttons
buttoned for polo)
Knee-Length Pleated or NotPleated Khaki Skirt

Pants

Knee Length Khaki Shorts
(September 1- October 15
and May 1- End of School)

Required Uniforms
Plain, solid navy polo with new
SPS logo
(Current logo may be worn for
2016-17 school year.)
Solid khaki color in dress style
with a maximum of 2 front and
2 back pockets
Must have a zipper
Plain, solid khaki color in dress
style with maximum of 2 front
and two back pockets
Must have a zipper
Plain, solid khaki color in dress
style with maximum of 2 front
and two back pockets
Must have a zipper

Unacceptable
Red logo

Pencil style skirts, short skirts

Cargo style, capri style, stretch
style, leggings, cargo pockets,
Elastic waist
Cargo style, capri style, stretch
style, leggings, cargo pockets,
Elastic waist
*if wearing shorts no fleece is
worn

GYM UNIFORMS
BOYS & GIRLS GYM UNIFORM: PRE K3-GRADE 4 (All available at Stuart Sports)
PK 3-Grade 4 may wear gym uniforms to school on gym days.
T-Shirt
Sweatshirt
Pants
Knee Length Shorts
(September 1- October 15
and May 1- End of School)

Required Uniform
Plain, solid gray with SPS logo
Plain, solid gray with SPS logo
Plain, solid gray sweat pant style
Plain, solid gray

BOYS & GIRLS GYM UNIFORM: GRADE 5-8
Grade 5-8 must be prepared for gym class two times per week. If student is unprepared
for gym they will have one hour of after school detention.
Shorts and tops of appropriate length
No inappropriate verbiage or graphics permitted
Sneakers
Socks that cover the ankle

SHOES, SOCKS, ACCESSORIES, AND OUTER WEAR: BOYS & GIRLS PRE K3GRADE 8
Non-Gym Day Socks

Required Uniform
Plain, solid, white, black or
navy crew, ankle or knee style
MUST COVER ANKLE

Tights (Girls Only)

Plain, solid, white or navy blue

Non-Gym Day Shoes

Solid, flat, full-backed, dressstyle, navy, dark brown or
black

Gym Day Shoes

Athletic sneakers
Socks that cover the ankle
1 wrist watch
1 religious cross or medallion
Girls: 1 pair of stud earrings
Navy blue fleece with new SPS
logo
GRADE 8 Only: Hooded class
sweatshirt
GRADES PreK3-5: Solid navy
blue cardigan sweater with
logo
Up to 2 bows or barrettes
1 plain headband
(solid red, blue, black, navy or
white)

Jewelry

Outer Wear (permitted when
the thermostat is below 80
degrees)

Hair Accessories (Girls Only)

Belts (Grades 3-8 Only)

Makeup and Nail Polish

Solid, black or brown belts
with buckle
SPS Logo Canvas belts
Must be worn with pants and
shorts at ALL TIMES for boys
and girls
Prohibited for all students

Unacceptable
Low cut, multi-color, ribbed,
polka dot, patterned,
stockings, pantyhose, fleshcolored tights
Multi-color, ribbed, logos or
patterns
Open-toe
Open-back
Heels
Sandals

Bracelets
Hoops/ dangly earrings
Any other jewelry
Cardigans with hoods or
fleece with hoods
Sweaters or cardigans of any
other kind in middle school

Multi-color, striped, logos,
patterns
Hair extensions
Flowers/ ornamental hair
accessories

Warm Weather Uniform for All Students:

From the first day of school until October 15th and from May 1st until the last day of school,
boys and girls are permitted to wear navy (MA- Grade 5) and Khaki (Grades 6-8) dress
shorts. All shorts must be knee length. All other uniform requirements remain in effect.
Uniforms are available at:
Flynn & O’Hara
https://www.flynnohara.com
Physical Education/Polo uniforms are also available at:
Stuarts Sports
486 Center Street
Lewiston, New York 14092
(716) 754-4895
Land End
www.landsend.com
*Uniform pants/shirts may be purchased anywhere you shop (Gap, Target, etc.) as long as
they meet the uniform guidelines.

Dress Down Days:

Sneakers, jeans, t-shirts, sweatshirts or hoodies (hood to remain down) are acceptable.
Before October 15th and After May 1st, shorts are acceptable if they are not too short or too
tight. Sandals that are attached to the foot with straps and have backs are allowed during
those times.
The following are never allowed: spaghetti straps, low cut, strapless or crop tops, low-rise
pants, dresses that are too short, anything too tight or revealing, ripped clothing, yoga
pants, backless shoes, flip flops, hats on boys (unless it’s hat day, or dangling earrings.
Leggings or tights may be worn only with a dress or top/sweater that extends to just above
the knee.
There should be no objectionable symbols, pictures, or wording on clothing. No promotion
of alcohol, cigarettes, drugs, racial, political, or sexual references allowed. If a student’s
attire is deemed inappropriate, they will be asked to call home and wait in the office until
something more suitable is delivered by a parent.

